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May 11, 2015 
 
Mr. Mike Blade 
Tennessee Housing Development Agency 
502 Deaderick Street, 3rd Floor 
Nashville, TN 37243 
 
Dear Mr. Blade: 
 
National Housing & Rehabilitation Association’s (“NH&RA”) Tennessee Developers Council (“TDC”) is 
pleased to provide the Tennessee Housing Development Agency (“THDA” or “Agency”) with the 
following comments that clarify and expand upon the comments we delivered at the April 15 Developer 
Comment Forum in Nashville, regarding the 2016 Qualified Allocation Plan (“QAP”). These comments 
are limited to points relating to Enterprise Green Communities and the Rental Assistance 
Demonstration; however, we reserve the right to submit additional comments regarding other aspects 
of the QAP at a future date.   TDC hopes this feedback will assist the Agency in formulating policy 
proposals that will strengthen and improve the allocation process for both THDA and its developer 
stakeholders. 

Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) 
TDC acknowledges the significant challenges that public housing authorities face as a result of years of 

chronic underfunding by the federal government.  RAD presents a unique opportunity to revitalize 

housing opportunities for some of Tennessee’s most vulnerable very low-income residents.  We believe 

THDA can provide an invaluable role facilitating these transactions through the adoption of a broad-

based, balanced and multi-sourced funding platform RAD policy.  The recommendations we outline 

below are politically expedient and respectful of the diversity of housing needs across the state. 

Gap Funding and the Tax Exempt Bond Program 

To the broadest extent possible we recommend THDA create incentives and policies for RAD 

transactions that facilitate the use of THDA’s Multifamily Tax Exempt Bond Program.  Most RAD 

transactions in Tennessee would be viable as TEB transactions but for recent legislative changes that 

lowered RAD Rents from FY-12 rent levels to FY-14 rent levels.  Furthermore, given that PHAs have an 

impending and hard financing deadline from HUD that does not sync with THDA’s 2016 9% round, we 

believe it is expedient for THDA to be nimble and take advantage of the bond program’s rolling deadline 

to the extent possible.   

Although it has not been the recent policy of THDA, we HIGHLY RECOMMEND THDA dedicate a one-time 

source of gap funds exclusively for the use of TEB RAD transactions.  We are neutral to the actual source 

of the funds (e.g. HOME, Affordable Housing Trust Funds, Agency Capital, etc…), although we observe 

that nearly all agencies from the region have dedicated sources of gap funding for multifamily affordable 



 

housing, most often funded from HOME and/or state housing trust funds.  In other parts of the country 

there are direct appropriations from state legislatures and/or state affordable housing tax credits that 

serve a similar purpose.  In future years, once funded, we believe the National Affordable Housing Trust 

Fund would be the ideal vehicle for RAD GAP Funding.  We also observe that the two states (Georgia and 

Maryland) that have dedicated programs for RAD have done so through their TEB Programs.  We further 

observe that for maximum impact, any gap funding should be structured with soft repayment terms, be 

“permanent” in nature (at least extending the length of the tax credit compliance period) and be 

subordinate to the permanent mortgage.  

 

Means Testing for RAD Transactions 

We echo the comment of another speaker at the Developer Forum who observed that, most any 

developer, given the opportunity would prefer the deeper subsidy provided by the 9% program so it is 

imperative that THDA have policies and procedures in place to encourage projects that can be 

redeveloped utilizing TEBs to do so.  In addition to creating a viable gap funding source, we recommend 

that THDA adopt a transparent “means test”, ideally based on an independent capital needs 

assessment.  RAD transactions that are viable with THDA provided gap funding and tax-exempt bonds 

should be required to pursue this path to ensure a fair distribution of resources. 

RAD 9% Set-Aside 

To the extent that RAD is incentivized in the QAP our members strongly prefer doing so in a set-aside 

rather than using points to incentivize the program.  We do not have consensus as to the size of the set-

aside beyond that there is broad consensus that it would be appropriate to dedicate the current PHA 

and QCT set-asides to RAD transactions.  To the extent that the set-aside extends beyond 20% it would 

be the preference that any increase be taken proportionately from the preservation, rural and general 

pools. 

RAD County Cap Policy 

If RAD transactions are funded using 9% allocations, in many jurisdictions these transactions would likely 

take up the entire county cap for LIHTCs in a given year.  We believe it would be appropriate for THDA to 

adopt a policy whereby RAD transactions would not offset the county cap or otherwise allow for some 

number of additional non-RAD projects to be funded within the county.  

Prioritization Within a RAD Set-Aside 

To the extent that there is insufficient 9% credit allocation to fund all eligible RAD deals, we suggest that 

THDA create a more relevant system for prioritizing applications.  For the purposes of a RAD Set-Aside 

only, we suggest that the county needs score, as described in the 2015 QAP is probably not the most 

relevant metric for ranking RAD applications.   As an alternative, THDA could use the current tie-breaker 

or consider using this as an opportunity to explore the viability of other metrics including leverage, 

readiness to proceed metrics, etc… 

Choice Neighborhoods Initiative 

Irrespective of the final RAD policy THDA adopts, TDC recommends that THDA preserve current 

preferences in the QAP in support of projects that receive funding from a Choice Neighborhoods 



 

Initiative (CNI) Implementation Grant.  Given the scope of work associated with these projects and the 

amount of additional federal leverage provided by this program (typically between $20-30 million per 

awardee), in the event that project in Tennessee is funded, we believe it is appropriate for THDA to help 

facilitate and maximize the impact of these federal funds.  HUD will be announcing a list of finalists for 

the latest round of CNI Implementation grants in June.   

Enterprise Green Communities 
TDC generally supports policies, procedures and ideally incentives that encourage energy and water 

efficiency within the affordable housing portfolio; however, the group has mixed feelings about 

adopting aspects of Enterprise Green Communities “EGC” (or other green building requirements) that 

do not relate directly to efficiency measures.  Many of our members are concerned about areas within 

EGC that potentially restrict site selection but do not relate to specific energy efficiency measures.  For 

example, components of EGC incentivize, proximity to community amenities and a high walk score and 

disincentivize projects that are located near wetlands.  We observe that some of these items have 

caused problems for THDA in the recent past.  Many of our members feel that these components of EGC 

promote a particular development pattern that may not be appropriate for the affordable housing 

needs of some communities in Tennessee. 

Accountability and Variety 

If THDA does adopt a green building standard we believe that 3rd party verification that the standard is 

met is paramount to ensure accountability.  Furthermore, we observe that EGC is just one of many 

reputable green building standards1 and recommend that owners be provided with a menu of standards 

to select. 

Tax Exempt Bonds 
In considering RAD and Green Building Policies, we strongly urge THDA to consider at this time the 

implications of changes in the QAP as to how they would impact TEB transactions.  Although we think it 

is unlikely that the TEB program will be oversubscribed, even with additional incentives for RAD 

transactions, we do recommend THDA consider setting aside some portion of its volume cap for non-

RAD transactions for some period of time, to ensure a diversity of TEB transactions.  Furthermore, we 

encourage THDA to consider exempting TEB transactions from new green building requirements 

(beyond existing requirements in the QAP).  We believe this will make more traditional TEB and RAD TEB 

transactions financially viable.  Should the program become over-subscribed, THDA might then consider 

additional green building requirements to differentiate projects. 

Conclusion 
Once again, TDC appreciates the opportunity to provide THDA with this feedback. We would be very 
happy to discuss any specifics you might have regarding these comments or other subjects of concern.  

                                                           
1
 LEED, Green Globes, Energy Star, Earth Craft, Build It Green, NAHB National Green Building Program are all 

credible programs worthy of consideration. 



 

Please feel free to contact me directly with any questions at 202-939-1753 or 
tamdur@housingonline.com.    
 
Best Regards, 
 
 
Thom Amdur 
Executive Director 
 
cc: Ralph Perrey  
Ed Yandell 
Donna Duarte 
Phil Chamberlain 
Phil Baggett 
Ashleigh Harb Roberts 
Larry Martin 
David Lillard 
Brian Bills 
Greg Turner 
Andy Furlong 
Courtney Hess 
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